
  

Based on client experiences using iPad's and Playbook's and taking firms from network based CRM 
systems to Cloud based CRM systems.  

Value of  a CRM system:
Each business process, even for firms in the same industry, is quite different, as is the culture.  For 
example 2 firms engaged in chocolate manufacture, will both have vastly different marketing and 
sales approaches.  It makes no sense to ship them an out-of-the-box solution, since these do not 
address their core concerns, pain-points, or sales objectives.  

There is no one-CRM-fits-all model for large dynamic firms.  Why ?

A properly built CRM system has asset value.  

The asset value – a real tangible IP value for the firm – will only appreciate given use and 
productivity as the system manages the employees approach to the market.    

In this light, extending CRM to mobility will involve trading off  the advantages of  mobility, with 
the reality and constraints of  Tablets or Smart Phones.  Simply put we can say that for most firms, 
especially in the first years of  mobility adoption, the mobile device strategy would be a 
complement, not a replacement, of  the core CRM system.  Mobility devices can add asset value, 
but the reality of  these devices and platforms  is that complex logic which runs on a laptop cannot 
run on a Tablet.  So firms pick and choose what data needs to be rendered on Tablets, and which 
then must be fed back into the greater CRM system.  More on this below.  

Phases of  CRM:
1)Internal application deployments [CRM for eg.].
2)Moving the system to the Cloud.
3)Integrating the Cloud system with Tablets to provide mobile support for key processes; and 
logging of  key data inputs which are then sent back to the Cloud system. 
Or 

1) and 3) Integrating the existing LAN/WAN with Tablets and Smart Phones.  In this case 
you would Web-enable certain functions from the main CRM system which would allow 
certain data information and functions to run on Tablets.  This strategy is called 'Web 
enabling' the mobile device.  

Some firms skip Phase 2 and avoid the Cloud.  They try to integrate the LAN/WAN internal 
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application with Tablets and Smart phones.  This approach also presents its own challenges 
including sending the data from the Tablet via a Sync process to the Web-enabled system, or the 
desktop or laptop app, which then sends the information back to the centralized main CRM server. 
The Web-enabled server, will send content to any Tablet OS device.    

More first firms are at Phase 1 of  CRM.  Going mobile can involve moving the Phase 1 CRM 
deployment, to the Cloud.  What this entails is the following:

1)No local downloads or running of  applications
2)Centralization of  all data and application logic on a secure Private VPN Cloud System 
3)All application updates and maintenance are centralized.  
4)All access is browser based, hooking into the remotely hosted application.  There are no 
LAN or WAN implementations or constraints.  
5)It should reduce the client's maintenance and front line costs quite dramatically [especially 
after the initial deployment and the usual queries from users when something new is 
presented].  

Issues with Cloud hosting of  CRM:
1)Security has to be tight and layered.  
2)The hosted system cannot compromise the specific logic and value of  the current 
LAN/WAN CRM.  
3)You should not use products like Outlook but use cloud based planning systems, in other 
words, the system manages all aspects of  CRM.    

Some firms eschew the Cloud for a variety of  reasons and prefer to have desktop/laptop 
applications running locally and then having this LAN/WAN system extended to Mobile devices. 
Some benefits to this approach include:

1)No need to migrate to a centralized application server, which saves time and money.
2)No retraining of  users is needed. 
3)The client feels they 'own' the system and have something tangible on their laptops to 
chew on.
4)The client can maintain their existing WAN/LAN security protocols. 

It is possible to integrate LAN/WAN systems with a mobile strategy.  Whether the firm chooses 
the private Cloud model or the local application model, there are some costs to going mobile. 
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Issues with going Mobile:
Many firms underestimate the expense of  going mobile.  Against these costs we can say that 
Tablets do provide some functional usage of  course, and can increase employee productivity and 
can help bolster the corporate image with clients.  Costs which are underestimated however and 
which eat into these advantages include:

1)Internal support for Android, Blackberry, and Apple tablets - versions of  hardware. 'Bring 
your own Tablet' will create some headaches as users will experience issues and they will 
jump from one platform to another. 

2)Data rendering.  Supporting 3 platforms and many hardware brands, which render data 
differently, adds to the complexity of  software creation and maintenance, these are costs 
that are passed on in various ways to the client.  

3)Web-enabled platform.  In order to provide device-independent data, the Web-enabled 
system, in either the Private Cloud, or in the LAN/WAN option, must be carefully built and 
supply only the critical information that Tablet users really need.  Firms usually 
underestimate the planning involved in this phase and cost overruns are common.  

4)Data plans.  This is a direct client cost.  The more data you pour over the network the 
greater the costs.  Only the Playbook connects directly to the Web without a separate data 
plan.  Average monthly data costs for a Tablet CRM application run well over $70 per 
month, per user.   

5)Connection drops, or data latency.  Tablets do not process rich data, or high volumes of  
data efficiently.  There will be issues with real time data management and drops if  and when 
the Tablet is using the network and connecting to the web-based system.  

6)Data loss.  Data on the Tablet must find its way back into the centralized system, or to the 
user's Laptop based CRM application.  Many firms don't spend enough time ensuring and 
managing this requirement.  Data does get lost frustrating management and calling into 
question the Tablet system.  
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Mobile-Tablet strategy:

We advise clients that going slowly is sometimes better than jumping right in with too much 
enthusiasm.

First Phase:  Walk slowly
Second Phase:  Walk a little faster
Third Phase:  Try to jog

Mobile strategies fail more often then they succeed, though little media coverage of  this reality 
seems to exist.  We have worked on expensive projects which ran for a year or two and then were 
dropped and the firm retrenched back to a LAN/WAN or Cloud CRM system.  Devices of  all 
sorts ranging from smart phones to tablets [very expensive ones at that] have been tossed after 
some time.  

Why do Mobile strategies fail ?
-Expectations are too high
-Users believe that a complicated desktop system should run seamlessly on their Christmas-
gifted iPad [different OSes, different processing speeds/power etc.]
-Costs are under-estimated leading to budget exhaustion 
-IT support is given more headaches and complains loudly to management
-After a while users stop using the application on the Tablet given the slowness of  the 
system, or bad data, or data not being integrated with the main CRM system.  

The failures usually stem from too much ambition.  It is usually better to have a phased approach 
to mobility.  

A methodology should be developed internally, based on logic and business needs.  Typically in the 
market place what we see are the following uses for Tablets in the real  world [which is different 
from the media world]:

-Call report entry
-Audits [could be store, customer, simple input forms using yes/no, or quantity etc.]
-Key Dashboard data [key clients, sales, AR etc.]
-Planning/Appointments
-Links to important presentations hosted centrally 

First phase usage is typically taking one key data or business determinant and making that available 
on the 3 main Tablet OSes.  A reduced Dashboard perhaps.  Phase 2 would build on that success 
and interest by adding 2 or 3 other pieces of  functionality that engage the user and add value.  A 
Phase 3 might look at changing the Business model to allow more functionality and usage on the 
Tablet, getting the end-user away from the Desktop as the main basis of  the system.  All 3 Phases 
require detailed planning and expectations management.  
END ================================================
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